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The Blessed Hope! 

 “Looking for that blessed hope, and the glorious appearing of the 
great God and our Saviour Jesus Christ;” –(Titus 2:13) 

 

Diamond & Nugget #263 

The “Mark” of the Beast has been available and arguably so since 2019.  This is a 
follow up supplement to Blessed Hope #263 concerning the demise of the U.S. Dollar 
and the global shift to a CBDC or Central Bank Digital Currency, essentially a stored 
computer value that will appear on an individual’s account.  The links below deal with 
the intricacies of its beta testing, tweaking, evaluation, and fine tuning before its full role 
out.   
 

1. Project Rooftop 
2. Project Rooftop -- Updated 
3. Project Rooftop by Anthony Patch 

 

The above are printed articles, the first two I wrote about posted in late 2020.  The third 
one is by Anthony Patch, publisher of ‘Entangled’ magazine which deals with cutting 
edge science, and related topics with a Biblical understanding. Project Rooftop contains 
all the information needed to support what I have been saying the past four years. I 
began reading ‘Entangled’ magazine in late 2019, shortly after the 5G “Smart” cities 
were activated on October 31, 2019 in places like Wuhan; China, Seattle; and WA, 
Milan, Italy; all of which had massive outbreaks of what was called the Coronavirus.   
 
The Coronavirus bears seven identical symptoms of what are labeled Covid-19.  The 
virus does not exist; it is a “bio-weapon” and has been from the very start.  It is part of a 
much larger crime against humanity, in order to transition to the “Mark” of the Beast in 
the next phase of this plan to merge Artificial Intelligence with bioscience that makes 
humans into Cyborgs.  Those va((ed are literally patented and owned by the people 
behind this demonic plan.  Attorney Todd Callender who appears in the Maria Zee 
interview in Blessed Hope #262 has revealed the patents to prove this to be the case. 
 
The cruise ship “Diamond Princess” was used as the “test” tube case to fear-monger 
the world about a so-called ‘rogue, novel virus from the wild’.  Using the Hegelian 
Dialectic of Thesis – Antithesis – Synthesis, more commonly known as ‘problem – 
reaction – solution’; the fear-mongering globalists managed to get the public to 
volunteer to take the va((ines.  I have documented hundreds of articles on my web page 
and have archived in excess of 80,000 documents going back to 2019.  
 

http://pastorbobreid.com/node/296
http://pastorbobreid.com/node/297
http://pastorbobreid.com/node/825
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At least 270,227,181 American people or 81% of the population have received at 
least one dose.  47% of the world is fully vaccinated.  70.6% of the world population has 
received at least one dose of a COVID-19 vaccine.  13.53 billion doses have been 
administered globally, more than enough to maim or kill most of the world.  This is all 
about democide, state-sponsored eugenics ~ depopulation.  The va((ines were really 
“gene” therapy to change a person’s DNA through modifying the human genome.    
Below are two videos that appeared earlier this summer that address the issue of how 
they will get people to submit to the Mark of the Beast of Revelation 13:17 ~ “And that 
no man might buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or the name of the beast, or 
the number of his name.”   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1RVD9UPWTLI 
If I paid you $2000 a month would you put a microchip in your … 
 
https://rumble.com/v32d3ko-two-thousand-dollars-a... 
Two Thousand Dollars a Month for a Micro Chip in Your Hand or … 
 
The point of this report is that the day of reckoning has arrived.  I’ve seen reports that 
the so-called new currency will be in ATM machines as of January 1st, 2024.  This may 
be a bridge or transition move until the government and the Rothschild-controlled 
Federal Reserve go full CBDC or digital dollar.  The major banks are on shaky ground 
with massive depositor withdrawals over the past few months.  An impending global 
crisis of the financial system would provide an “ideal opportunity” to activate a CBDC 
(digital dollar) as a replacement for the Federal Reserve Notes we use.  The National 
Debt has reached $33,924 Trillion as of December 17, 2023; and with an interest 
payment of nearly a Trillion dollars by next week.   
 
Current US debt to GDP has crossed the Rubicon of 100% well into the 120% range; 
our deficit to GDP is at 8% and rising; our Net International Investment Position (i.e., 
piggy bank of foreign assets) is at negative 65%; our public debt is at 34 TRILLION and 
counting, and according the Congressional Budget Office, Uncle Sam is about to spit 
out at least another $20T in US IOUs over the next 10 years, and this modest number 
(?) is assuming no intervening recession… 
 
But who will buy Uncle Sam’s IOUs to cover his skyrocketing deficits? 
 
According to simple math and hard facts, the answer since 2014 is basically no one but 
the Fed… 
 
Such facts have the global chief economist at Citi Group worried and wondering, and it’s 
never a good thing when even the beneficiaries of a Fed-driven debt bubble are worried 
about the size of that bubble… 
 
Meanwhile, combined public, corporate and household debt in the debt-imprisoned land 
of the free is around $100T. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1RVD9UPWTLI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1RVD9UPWTLI
https://rumble.com/v32d3ko-two-thousand-dollars-a-month-for-a-micro-chip-in-your-hand-or-forehead.html
https://rumble.com/v32d3ko-two-thousand-dollars-a-month-for-a-micro-chip-in-your-hand-or-forehead.html
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I know how to write this number out, but I can assure you that no one in DC knows how 
to pay it. 
 
This, of course, is a problem… When it comes to the USD, let’s not kid ourselves: The 
world still needs it. 70% of global GDP is measured in USDs and 80% of global trade is 
settled in Dollars. 
 
Evidence of increasing de-dollarization post-US-Russia sanctioning (and Dollar-
weaponization) is not merely a bearish meme but an open and undeniable reality. 
 
China and Russia are moving ever more toward oil purchases in CNY (which Russia 
then converts into gold on the Shanghai Gold Exchange/SGE) while an exponentially 
increasing number of bilateral trade agreements among the BRICS+ nations are now 
happening OUTSIDE of the USD. 
 
Just as Nixon’s de-coupling of the gold-standard in 1971 lead to a slow death by a 
thousand cuts of the USD’s inherent purchasing power (a 98% loss when measured 
against gold), the weaponization of the USD will lead to a similar (but slow) death by a 
thousand cuts of the USD’s global hegemony (when measured against a world turning 
away from the debt-backed rather than gold-backed USD). 
 
I well-remember the date President Nixon de-coupled from a gold-back dollar in the fall 
of 1971, and in a matter of days inflation raised the price of goods and services by 10%. 
I had a contractor lined up to build me a custom-designed home, and within a week of 
Nixon’s actions, my contractor told me he could not build the home unless we get the 
VA to grant a mortgage that would be $10,000 over the signed contract.  Three months 
later he said he needed to increase the price by an additional $20,000.  The VA 
approved the first request.  At the point of a second increase I said no and we sued 
each other.  I won but the contractor filed bankruptcy and I was out my earnest money 
and in a bind since once the ground is opened (in this case the foundation had been 
built), it becomes impossible to obtain a mortgage in case there are what they call 
mechanic’s liens on the property.  It cost me $700 in attorney fees to win my case but I 
never collected a dime.  It took me four years to build the house by myself after work 
and on weekends.   
 
For now, however, the USD is still supreme, but I don’t see even its relative strength 
pushing for long.  Russia is telling the BRICS nations to abandon the dollar.  A year or 
so ago, there was a quiet agreement to an operation “Sand Man” whereby 100 nations 
would drop the dollar at the same time.   
 
This is for the simple reason that even Uncle Sam knows that the rest of his global 
friends and enemies can’t afford to pay-back $14T in Dollar-denominated debt at such a 
level without having to dump more of their foreign held USTs (about $7.6T worth), which 
would crush UST pricing and lead to skyrocketing (and unsustainable) UST yields and 
rates for Uncle Sam himself. 
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In short: Even Uncle Sam fears rising rates and a too-strong USD.  Such a fear of rising 
rates along with the reality of growing U.S. deficits (and hence a growing need for more 
U.S. IOUs) will soon lead to an over-supply/issuance of U.S. Treasuries down the road.  
 
And the only buyers of those USTs to control yields/rates will be the Fed, not the rest of 
the world. That kind of bond buying with money created out of thin air kills a currency. 
This means the Fed will have to print trillions of more Dollars to buy its own sovereign 
bonds, an inherently inflationary policy which weakens rather than strengthens the 
Dollar longer term. 
 
This is why Fed Chairman Powell’s “pause,” and now “cutting” in 2024 will eventually be 
followed, by “mega printing.”  Inflation will take off like an Elon Musk ‘Starlink’ rocket 
launch! 
 
After all, “pause, cut and print” is the pattern of debt-cornered central bankers, and 
eventually (despite TGA and short-duration bond tricks) Powell will need massive 
amounts of mouse-click money to monetize Uncle Sam’s sickening (and growing) 
deficits.  The money “tightening” and “easing” effort to micromanage debt merely makes 
inflation worse. 
 
We saw this exact pattern between 2018 (QT) and 2020 (unlimited QE).  The end-game 
is thus more money creation, more money debasement and hence more inflation. 
 
But before then, we are marching into an “official” recession in 2024, and recessions are 
inherently dis-inflationary if not outright deflationary. Again, the inflation-deflation debate 
is not a debate but a cycle.  
 
Historically, moreover, the dramatic declines in the M2 money supply ALWAYS result in 
deflation. Always. 
 
Now if all this does not trouble your mind, the thoughts of being hooked into the cloud 
by receiving the “Mark” of the Beast ought to shake you in your shoes.  I urge you to 
read the articles linked at the beginning on ‘Project Rooftop’.  Anthony Patch’s article 
spells it all out on the infamous Microsoft Bill Gates ID plan.  This was all revealed five 
years ago in Bill Gates patent WO2020060606 - CRYPTOCURRENCY SYSTEM 
USING BODY ACTIVITY DATA. 
 
For many this all seems to border on science fiction but I assure it is the new reality.  
There is a passage in the Bible that has stood out to me as a grave warning for 
decades.  It applies to God’s people today as much as it did when written by the prophet 
Hosea.  “My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge: because thou hast 
rejected knowledge, I will also reject thee, that thou shalt be no priest to me: 
seeing thou hast forgotten the law of thy God, I will also forget thy children.”  -
(Hosea 4:6)    
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As a watchman on the wall, I have endeavored to share my learning to prepare folks for 
what God has in His Master Plan of Redemption.  Life as we have known it has 
changed drastically in my lifetime.  We have come to a point where the globalists no 
longer have need for 7-billion of us little people.  I hope you have not forgotten the 
words on the first command on the former Georgia Guidestones.  “Maintain humanity 
under 500,000,000 in perpetual balance with nature”  once appeared in 8 languages. 
 

 
 
When this monument was partially destroyed on July 6, 2022 by an explosion, the 
county of Elberton, GA swiftly went in the following day to demolish and removed the 
reminder of what these huge granite columns represented by the New World Order of 
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HRH Prince Charles of Wales.  The county was in a hurry to remove the remaining 
19’3” tall columns of granite serving as a modern-day Moses’ Ten Commandments.  In 
recent years they were vandalized with paint and defacing the monument.  They were 
placed there in 1980 by an unknown benefactor who was memorializing the eugenics 
agenda.  Suffice it to say, forty years later this Democide Eugenics plan is being played 
out by the UN-sanctioned “Depopulation” and they are not denying their plans.   
 
Craig Bong has been keeping the Christian community apprised of what COP28 was all 
about and as it passes into the waste basket of history, we are anticipating the 
Christmas message of HRH Prince (king) Charles of the world has to say.  Craig Bong 
has shared a message for those who understand fully the words of the Apostle Paul in 
2nd Thessalonians 2:3-8.  
 
“3Let no man deceive you by any means: for that day shall not come, except there 
come a falling away first, and that man of sin be revealed, the son of perdition; 
4Who opposeth and exalteth himself above all that is called God, or that is 
worshipped; so that he as God sitteth in the temple of God, shewing himself that 
he is God. 5Remember ye not, that, when I was yet with you, I told you these 
things? 6And now ye know what withholdeth that he might be revealed in his time. 
7For the mystery of iniquity doth already work: only he who now letteth will let, 
until he be taken out of the way. 8And then shall that Wicked be revealed, whom 
the Lord shall consume with the spirit of his mouth, and shall destroy with the 
brightness of his coming:”   
 
From the words of the Apostle Paul, the Apostle to the Gentiles, called by the Lord 
Jesus Christ to be the evangelist to proclaim the saving message of the Gospel to you 
and I, may you recognize the implications of the urgency of the few days remaining.  I 
share Craig Bong’s post below for your edification and comfort. 

 
  

IN AN HOUR YOU THINK NOT IS A SERIOUS WARNING 
"I will turn your religious festivals into mourning and all your singing into 
weeping. I will make all of you wear sackcloth and shave your heads. I will make 
that time like mourning for an only son and the end of it like a bitter day". Amos 
8:10 
 
Many preachers have preached about the coming of Our Lord Jesus Christ; but people 
are not taking it seriously. This is not a joking matter. Very soon it will be over, many 
people will come up missing and multitudes will be left behind. This is time to think and 
pray hard searching your soul. You are either translated or left behind to go through the 
great tribulation period. 
 
There is one chance alone for this meeting in the air. You must qualify to make it. God 
will not be emotional about leaving anyone behind. The door to escape the horrors of 
the great tribulation will be closed. Remember Matthew 25:10, the door was shut. 
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If you are confronted with this situation of being left behind and the question you will be 
asking yourself is why? The answer is simple: You were never born again. You did not 
follow or hold firm the Word of God as your guide and did not take heed to all the 
admonitions of the Word of God. Jesus Christ said, “Pray that you may be accounted 
worthy to escape all these things that shall come to pass, and to stand before the 
Son of man" (Luke 21:36; Revelation 3:10). 
 
The so-called ministers today are out to build religious empires, teaching false doctrines 
and preying on the vulnerable, weak and the fearful. Prosperity preaching is one of the 
traps or tools the devil bandied about by these greedy manipulators to manipulate self-
absorbed, simple and unsuspecting people. 
 
Matthew 24:44 reads, “Therefore be ye also ready: for in such an hour as ye think 
not the Son of man cometh.” The Lord Himself made this statement while talking to 
the multitude. Then He turned to his apostles and said “Be ye also ready.” Even if you 
are saved, you need to examine yourself to make sure you are in the faith. 
 
Surely the Lord God will do nothing, but he reveals his secrets unto his servants the 
prophets (Amos 3:7). Everything we need to know about the appearing of the Lord is 
revealed in Scripture. “It is the glory of God to conceal a thing: but the honor of 
Kings is to search out a matter.” Proverbs 25:2 
 
Matthew 25:2-10, makes it clear that part was taken away and part was left behind. 
“But ye, brethren are not in darkness, that that day should overtake you as a 
thief. Ye are all children of light, and the children of the day, we are not of the 
night, nor of darkness. Therefore, let us not sleep, as do others; but let us watch 
and be sober. Let us who are of the day be sober, putting on the breast plate of 
faith and love; and for a helmet, the hope of salvation” (I Thessalonians 5:4-8). 
 
According to Brother Neal Frisby, “Use this scripture (Matthew 25:10) as a guideline to 
keep your confidence that the true Church will be translated before the mark of the 
beast.” In Revelation 22 the Lord said, “Behold I come quickly” three times. This 
shows the degree of urgency of the Lord’s warning of His coming. He said in an hour 
you think not the Lord will come; suddenly, in a twinkling of an eye, in a moment, with a 
shout, with the voice, and at the last trump. The hour is drawing to an end. Be ye also 
ready! 
 
If you are not sure you are ready or even saved, this is the last time to hurry up and 
resolve these issues before the rapture. Check yourself, acknowledge you are a sinner, 
and know that Jesus Christ is the only solution for sin. 
 
1"Now, brothers and sisters, I want to remind you of the gospel I preached to you, 
which you received and on which you have taken your stand. 2By this gospel you 
are saved, if you hold firmly to the word I preached to you. Otherwise, you have 
believed in vain. 3For what I received I passed on to you as of first importance: 
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that Christ died for our sins according to the Scriptures, 4that he was buried, that 
he was raised on the third day according to the Scriptures," I Corinthians 15:1-4 
 
On Christmas Day, King Charles will deliver his message to the world, and it appears by 
the opportunity given, he will confirm the covenant agreed upon at COP28 for the next 
seven years, and take control January 1st as per his press release dated December 
12th, 2023. 
 

 
 
According to Focus2030.org, and by all means a close but faulty man-made calendar, 
there are just a few days until we begin at 7 years, 0 days, 0 seconds, to the countdown 
to the end of 2030 to transform the world we live in and achieve the SDG's. 
 
The year has come to an end. In an hour you think not is a serious matter! It is a 
somber warning. It is not a joking affair. Give it a serious thought because time is 
literally running out. Our Lord said that it is in an hour you think not, suddenly, in a 
twinkling of an eye, in a moment. You may ask, who is in charge of this event? I AM 
THAT I AM, THE MIGHTY GOD, THE ROOT AND OFFSPRING OF DAVID, THE 
MOST HIGH, JESUS CHRIST IS HIS NAME. I came in my Father’s name, does that 
ring a bell to you? Time is short. Please do not be deceived in thinking you have more 
time, another year or two or three, or 50 years or 500 years but be vigilant, aware of the 
time. 

https://focus2030.org/
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The Cold Moon of December marks the beginning of winter and completion of harvests. 
But the timing from harvest to winter also reminds us of our redemption. 
 
"The harvest has passed, the summer has ended, but we have not been saved." 
Jeremiah 8:20 
 
Keep looking up!   The fact that we are in the dark at the least amount of day light may 
be a sign of the coming of the Light of the World.  December 25th is a Full Moon.  I hope 
that the season will be magnified by our long awaited being called to come up hither.  
Knowing that HRH Prince Charles is the Antichrist, and his urgency to save the planet 
and with just “seven” years to save it elevates my interest in what he will say relative to 
what poetic justice the Lord Jesus Christ has for his Net Zero Carbon! 
 
Most people are naïve to think that the CBDC is a convenient idea without fully 
understanding its details.  Martin Armstrong stated that the “CBDC is The End of 
Freedom”.  CBDCs are intended to control our social behavior. This transforms society 
into a digital prison, which is why the Founding Fathers outlawed Direct Taxation. The 
rally to Marx at the end of the 19th century led to the introduction of the Income Tax in 
1913, and they swore they were going only after the rich. By World War II, they 
introduced the Payroll Tax because Roosevelt’s Marxist agenda was to include Social 
Security, and we, of course, had to be FORCED to save for our own future. That 
became a slush fund that was restricted to buying only government debt to fund this 
Marxist agenda. 
 
You are being imprisoned with every piece of legislation, like reporting $600 
transactions through various cash apps. You have lost ALL your LIBERTY – you don’t 
know it yet. They could simply create some nonsense and prevent you from donating to 
Trump or RFK and just make up some nonsense charge. The January 6th had 
unmarked buses filled with federal agents dressed as MAGA supporters before anyone 
showed up to stage the event so they could charge Trump and use the 14th 
Amendment to prevent him from gaining the White House. The Democrats refused to let 
RFK in, and Biden refused to give him Secret Service protection. In Florida, they tried to 
remove any contender from the ballot to challenge Biden. This is all about creating war. 
They let the border open to allow terrorists in so they can declare Martial Law and 
restrict everyone’s movement. All FREEDOM has been lost! 
 
 What Trudeau did in Canada permitted the bypassing of due process of law, which is 
the foundation of a free society. Wake up! Digitization of the monetary system will allow 
them to totally kill all dissent. There will be NOTHING left standing. This is what 2032 is 
all about. We are the ants beneath their feet. Anyone who thinks they care at all about 
us is an absolute fool. 
 
We cannot stop it. This is NECESSARY for political change. This is them fighting to 
retain power when they fully understand that this monetary system is collapsing. They 
are not that stupid for even the army would rise up against them. This is about total 
control leaving you with your trinkets. 
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As this is rolled out, ONLY then will it open the eyes of the masses. Unfortunately, this 
is also why movements like Transgender, Black Lives Matter, you name it, are all about 
dividing the people. They MUST keep the people divided and fighting among 
themselves so they do not unite against the government, where the common 
denominator is FREEDOM. 
 
It was Julius Caesar who said – “Divide and conquer”. Hitler attacked the Jews 
BECAUSE they were the bankers, and he needed to blame the hyperinflation on the 
bankers. He divided the people and then came – Papers, please! That is precisely what 
they are doing to us with CBDCs. This is the purpose of Gates’ UN-organized digital 
IDs. To prevent freedom of movement! Digital IDs to vaccine passports are all designed 
to prevent movement. Europe, as of January 1, 2025, will require visas from Americans 
to visit, and they will apply your social credit score to determine if you are eligible. Still, 
they intend to start World War III before that, creating an external distraction to divert 
people from the loss of liberty. This is the government’s objective- the enemy of 
freedom – as always, no matter what century or culture to look at. 
 
This move to the CBDC will only be the first of many issues confronting the world in the 
near term.  Those controlling the digital currency will have full power to devalue your 
assets, determine how you actually can purchase, who you can do business with.  I may 
be a retired pastor but I had a triple major in college: history, business, and pre-ministry 
so when I first began reading about the forthcoming plan to go cashless in the Bible 
decades ago, I began to watch for the signs of what would be the foundation of such a 
cashless society.  
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Blessings in the Precious Name of Jesus Christ, Lord of lords, and King of kings! 
 
 
Pastor Bob, EvanTeachr@aol.com 
www.pastorbobreid.com  
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